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ABSTRACT

Ceramic hot gas candle filters are currently under development for hot gas particulate cleanup in
advanced coal-based power systems. The ceramic materials for these filters include nonoxide monolithic,
nonoxide-fiber-reinforced composites, and nonoxide reticulated foam. A concern is the lack of reliable
data on which to base decisions for reusing or replacing hot gas filters during plant shutdowns. The work
in this project is aimed at developing nondestructive evaluation (FIDE) technology to allow detection, and
determination of extent, of life-limiting characteristics such as thermal fatigue, oxidation, damage from
ash bridging such as localized cracking, damage from local burning, and elongation at elevated
temperature. Although in-situ NDE methods are desirable in order to avoid disassembly of the candle
filter vessels, the current vessel designs, the presence of filter cakes and possible ash bridging, and the
state of NDE technology prevent this. Candle filter producers use a variety of NDE methods to ensure as-
produced quality. While impact acoustic resonance offers initial promise for examining new as-produced
filters and for detecting damage in some monolithic filters when removed from service, it presents
difllculties in data interpretation, it lacks localization capability, and its applicability to composites has
yet to be demonstrated. Additional NDE technologies being developed and evaluated in this program and
whose applicability to both monolitilcs and composites has been demonstrated include (a) full-scaIe
thermal imaging for analyzing thermal property variations; (b) fret, high-spatial-resolution X-ray imaging
for detecting density variations and dimensional changes; (c) air-coupled ultrasonic methods for
determining through-thickness compositional variations; and (d) acoustic emission technology with
mechanical loading for detecting localized bulk damage. New and exposed clay-bonded SiC filters and
CVI-SiC composite filters have been tested with these additional NDE methods.

INTRODUCTION ,

Coal-fired combined-cycle energy systems have the potential to achieve low emissions while maintaining
high efficiencies. However, use of these systems requires high-temperature-gas clean-up systems, for
which significant effort has been expended in developing rigid ceramic hot gas filters. Use of such filters
requires nondestructive evaluation (FIDE) technology that can be used reliably for accept-reject decisions
for new as-produced filters or as a discriminator for re-use/replace decisions during plant downtimes.
While it is desirable to have NDE technology that could be used in-situ, the work in this project has
focused on evaluating many NDE methods that could be used for acceptheject or reuse/replace decisions
after the filters are removed.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Fossil Energy, Advanced Research and
Special Technologies Materials Program, Work Breakdown Structure Element ANL-l, under Contract
W-3 l-109-Eng-38.



NDE methods that have been studied to date include (a) acousto-ultrasonics,”2 (b) through-transmission
thermal imaging,3 (c) impact acoustic resonance,4 (d) high-spatial resolution 3D X-ray irnaging,s (e) air
coupled ultrasonic methods,s and (t) acoustic emission with the specimen under load.’ These methods
have been studied initially with both new as-received filters and with filters subjected to damage of
different types. The filters examined were made of clay-bonded SiC, recrystallized SiC, alumina-mullite,
and SiC/SiC composites.

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES

NDE METHODS

The NDE methods that we have been developing this period are briefly described in this section, and the
results of applying those methods to hot gas filter materials are given in the results section.
.-

a. Acousto-Ultrasonic Method

The acousto-ultrasonic (AU) system (see Fig. 1) is a hybrid combination of classical ultrasonics coupled
with acoustic emission technology. A typical system consists of (a) two acoustic transducers placed in
contact with the component under investigation, (b) supporting signal conditioning and detection
electronics, (c) a computer for signal generation and detection and (d) software packages for digital signal
processing. When one transducer is pulsed, an acoustic wave travels along the surface of the specimen
and is then detected by the second transducer, Careful analysis of the detected signal can yield
information about microstructural variations or other differences in the material. Previous research2 has
shown that the AU technique is more sensitive than classical stiffhess methods for measuring and tracking
damage in a variety of materials. Thus, this method is clearly a candidate for application to hot gas filters.

I

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of acousto-ultrasonic system for hot gas filter NDE
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b. Through-Transmission Thermal Imaging

The through-transmission thermal imaging method (see Fig. 2) is based on detection of the rate of thermal
diffusion of a heat pulse through a material of interest. A typical system consists of (a) a thermal pulse
generator (flash lamp, laser etc), (b) an infrared wavelength detector (a full-field camera or point
detector), (c) electronics to control the pulse and interface to the computer, (d) a computer for controlling
the thermal pulse and recording the output from the detector, and, (e) software for analyzing the detected
signal. Careful analysis of the detected signal has demonstrated the detectability of small cracks in
ceramic composites, changes in porosity, and other material variations that cause changes in thermal
diffision.3>G Correlation between thermal image analysis, destructive measurements, and correlations
with other NDE methods has been widely demonstrated. Thus, this method has been under study because
of its potential for high sensitivity to changes in filter material as well as for in-situ application.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of through-transmission thermal imaging for hot gas filters

c. Impact Acoustic Resonance

The impact acoustic resonance method (see Fig. 3), sometimes referred to as the “ping” test, is based on
measuring characteristics of the acoustic signal from a component after applying a sharp mechanical
impact (usually via some form of a controlled-impact hammer). The components of such a system are (a)
a detector (often a capacitance microphone or, in some cases, an accelerometer), (b) a controlled impulse
for generating the stress wave, (c) signal-conditioning electronics, (d) a computer for controlling the
impulse and for acquiring the detected signals, and (e) digital signal processing software. We have used
as a detector a scanning laser vibrometer because - unlike an accelerometer – it need not be attached TO
the component under study, can be moved easily over the component, and has higher sensitivity. Carefid
analysis of the detected signal allows the major mechanical vibratory modes to be determined; moreover,
we have developed the capability to determine the damping factor as well.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of impact acoustic resonance system for hot gas filters

d. High-Spatial-Resolution 3D X-Ray Imaging

X-ray computed tomographic imaging (XCT) is widely used in medical diagnostic imaging. Our focus
has been on developing high-spatial-resolution, fast-data-acquisition 3D X-ray imaging technology.
Figure 4 shows the elements of such a system, including (a) a microfocus X-ray source, (b) a motion-
controlled” stage, (c) a detector system (in this case an image intensifier/CCD camera system), (d) a
computer for motion control and data acquisition, and (e) software for image reconstruction and digital
image processing. While such systems seem complex and are costIy to operate, the advantages are that
they produce very high quality images of cross sections of the hot gas filters and thus provide direct
information. An objection to such systems in the past was the slow speed of data acquisition and thus
high NDE costs. By using new amorphous silicon detectors with fast <100 pm sec readouts, the speed of
data acquisition has been significantly increased. ●
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of 3D X-ray imaging system for hot gas filters



HOT GAS FILTER MATERIALS

The hot gas filter materials studied included two Schumacher FT-20 clay-bonded SiC samples, two Coors
Alumina-Mullite P-100A-1 samples, one Industrial Filter and Pump (IF&P) recrystallized SiC sample,
and four 3M SiC/SiC composites. The two Schumacher filters were each 18 cm long and one was in the
as-received (new) condition and one had been exposed to a serious overtemperature condition. Optical
photomicrographs of sections of the two Schumacher samples are shown in Fig. 5. Careful observation
reveals that the filter that had seen the significant overtemperature had connected cracking whi [e the as-
received new sample had open porosi~ but no connected cracks.

The two Coors P-100A- 1 samples consisted of a new full-length filter and one that had been in the
Wilsonville facility and was in position T-19 (the top plenum). This filter had become fractured, and
initial 3D X-ray data on this filter revealed that a significant crack ran the length of this sample.8 The
fractured sample had the flange region attached and was about 25 cm long. The IF&P recrystallized SiC
sample was a full-length 1-1/2 m new specimen. We did not receive a damaged specimen. The 3M
SiC/SiC specimens were sections about 25 cm long, plus a fill-length specimen.

m p

Fig. 5.

RESULTS

tn

(a) (b)

Optical photomicrographs of sections of two Schumacher FT-20 hot,gas filters:
(a) as-received sample, (b) sample exposed to significant overtemperature
condition

a. Acousto-Ultrasound

Using a Physical Acoustics system with 150 kHz center-frequency transducers, acousto-ultrasound data
were obtained on the several hot gas filters noted earlier. The detected waveforms for the materials are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows the amplitude-time and Fourier transform (FFT) signals for the
new Coors and Schumacher samples. These waveforms are similar, as are their FFTs. Figure 7 shows
the amplitude-time and FFT waveforms for one of the new 3M samples and the IF&P sample. Entirely
different waveforms are seen for these materials. Using waveforms such as these from the various
materials, we can determine a stresswave factor, which is the number of oscillations above a preset cut-off
level. Note that stress wave factors can be determined from the time domain or the frequency domain.
Thus if data are taken on a “good” and “bad” filter or region of a filter, then a desirable correlation would
be obtained if the stress-wave factor corresponded to damage Ieve[ or strength, or to a parameter that ~
could be used for discriminating “good” from “bad” filters or regions of filters. Indeed, since the flexural
strengths of the Coors and Schumacher filter materials are known, plotting the stress-wave factor versus
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strength for both the Schumacher and the Coors materials will yield the ‘correlations. The results are
shown in Fig. 8; Fig. 8a shows the stress wave factor versus strength for the Schumacher filter, and Fig.
8b shows the correlations between stress-wave factor and strength for the Coors filters. Note that these
initial data show a strong correlation between increasing stress-wave factor and increasing strength.
While these are limited data, the initial results are promising and because such a system is easily field-
implemented, the application potential is significant.
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Fig. 6. Acousto-ultrasound signals for two hot gas filter materials?
(a) Coors P-1OOA-1; (b) Schumacher FT-20
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Fig. 7. Acousto-ultrasound signatures for two hot gas filter materials:
(a) 3M SiC/SiC composite; (b) IF&P Recrystallized SiC
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Correlation of stress-wave factor with strength for hot gas filters:
(a) Coors P-1OOA-1;(b) Schumacher FT-20
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b. Thermal Image Analysis

Thermal image data were acquired with a system developed at Argonne3 from commercially available
major components (see Fig. 2.) This system includes a Raytheon focal plane array 3-5 pm full-field
thermal imaging detector, a Balcar 6.4 kJ flash system, a locally designed and built trigger for the flash
system, and all locally written sollware in a 266 Mhz computer. A special flash holder was developed to
allow the flash unit to be inserted into the hot gas filter at a known central position. The thermal detector
was placed on the outside of the sample. Regions of 50 by 50 mm were imaged each time. Several such
regions were imaged and the thermal diffusivities of those regions were obtained. Again, because the
strength of the individual filter elements was known, we were able to plot thermal diffusivity values as a
function of strength. Figure 9 shows the correlations obtained between thermal diffusivity and strength
for both the Coors and Schumacher materials. For the Schumacher filters, the strength data are for 4-
point bend strength while for the Coors materials the strength data are for hoop strength. -
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Fig. 9. Correlations between thermal diffbsivity and strength for hot gas fiIter materials:
(a) Coors P-1OOA-1;(b) Schumacher TF-20

c. Impact Acoustic Resonance

Impact acoustic resonance has been under development for some time by the University of West Virginiag
(UWV) and others. In the method under development at UWV specifically for hot gas filters, the impact
is applied by an instrumented impact hammer and the detection uses an attached accelerometer. While
initial data have shown some success, in our work we have employed a computer-controlled shaker table
with attached probe for impact and a noncontact scanning laser vibrometer as the detector (see Fig. 3).
The advantage of using the computer-controlled impact shaker table is the repeatability of the impact and
the reasons for using the noncontact scanning laser vibrometer were to avoid having to attach the
accelerometer and to take advantage of the improved signal from the scanning laser over that from the
accelerometer. To aIlow direct comparisons, only the Schumacher fibers were tested because we did not
want to cut the Coors new fill-length filter to match the length of the damaged section. Shown in Fig. 10
are the third-mode shapes as plotted with the scanning laser. Note that the drop in frequency was
determinedto be 1.2% for this mode. Of interest is that this change is about the same as that determined
by the impact-hammermethod described by Chen.g Thus, these initial data suggest that the scanning laser
data, being fully noncontact, are similar to other mechanical-mode shape data. Again, this makes
detectionsimpler to apply and more sensitive.

8
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9.00 kHz (3rd mode) ,
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Fig. 10. Diagrams of laser vibrometer determined 3ti mode
shapes of Schumacher TF-20 hot gas filters.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Several NDE technologies have been explored to advance hot gas cleanup technology and thus fhrther the
utilization of coal as part of the Vision 21 Energy Plex. Specifically, the NDE work to date in thk .
program has focused on applications to rigid ceramic candIe filters. While in-situ NDE is the ultimate
target, fundamental correlations between FIDE data and strength, microstructure, or material parameters
that suggest a failed filter or impending failure of a filter are the current focus. To this end, the use of
acousto-ultrasonic methods using digital signal processing yielding stress-wave factors has been
demonstrated in a limited data set to correlate to mechanical strength for a clay-bonded SiC as well as for ,
an alumina-mullite. Further, filly noncontact thermal imaging using high-sensitivity infrared detector
systems and digital image processing has also demonstrated that correlations between these data and
strength for clay-bonded SiC as weIl as for ahimina-mullite, can be achieved. Impact acoustic resonance
with computer-controlled impact and a noncontact scanning laser vibrometer has been demonstrated on
one sample set, and the results correspond directly to data acquired by a contact detector. This will allow
a more sensitive detection scheme (likely field-portable) to be considered for implementation. Other
NDE techniques such as acoustic emission and air-coupled ultrasound, are under study but have yet to be
demonstrated on these materials.
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